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MedChi Facts

• MedChi is the seventh oldest medical 
society, formed in 1799 in Annapolis, 
MD

• The Mission of MedChi, The Maryland 
State Medical Society, is to serve as 
Maryland's foremost advocate and 
resource for physicians, their patients,  
and the public health of Maryland

• MedChi is the largest physician 
organization in Maryland
 Physicians – primary care and specialists

 Medical residents and students

 Practice managers and medical staff
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MedChi Works to Enhance Healthcare for 

All Marylanders

• Set up Accountable Care Organizations in three 
regions to meet growing health care demand

• Offering CME and working with specialty societies 
to enhance medical knowledge

• Fighting to prevent decreases in Medicaid and 
Medicare payments to physicians which significantly 
affects their patients

• Meeting the needs of both independent practices 
and employed physicians

• Free Rx drug cards to help uninsured and 
underinsured with prescriptions
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Direction of Health Care

• Integrated care delivery models are 
causing the industry to shift away from a 
fee-for-service model

• Payors are looking to make fixed payments 
to care providers for treating 
a specific patient population

• Savings from care coordination and 
preventive services are available to 
incentivize providers

• Technology should allow for better case 
management and population health 
reporting
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ACOs and Maryland
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Accountable Care Organizations

ACOs are

• A group of providers and suppliers of 
services (such as hospitals, long-term 
care facilities, physicians) that agree 
to work together to care for Medicare 
fee-for-service patients; 

• A patient-centered organization that 
focuses on providing seamless care 
for Medicare beneficiaries; and 

• A partnership of physicians that will 
work together to reduce costs and 
share the savings generated.
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Shared Savings Program Overview

• CMS innovation intended to help 
physicians, hospitals, and other 
health care providers coordinate 
care

• Incentives are offered to separate 
entities to work together to reduce 
the cost of care for the Medicare 
population

• The Medicare Shared Savings 
Programs will reward savings if 
participants meet quality measures
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Antitrust Guidance

• DOJ and FTC issued a Joint 
Statement of Enforcement 
Policy regarding Accountable 
Care Organizations 
participating in the Medicare 
Shared Savings Program

• Allows for creation of 
integrated health care 
delivery systems without 
raising antitrust issues
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Program Requirements

• An ACO must have at least 5,000 

Medicare beneficiaries

 Beneficiaries are assigned based on the 

location where they receive the majority of 

their primary care services

 There is no required network or other 

restrictions

 Patients may opt-out

• At least 75% of the ACO governing board 

must consist of health care providers 

participating within the ACO

• ACOs must strive to achieve the 3 CMS 

goals of better patient care, improved 

population health, and lower costs
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Quality Measures

• 33 quality measures broken down into four  
categories:

 Patient experience

 Care coordination and patient safety

 Preventive health

 Caring for at-risk populations

• Measures are aligned with quality 
measures from EHR, PQRS, and other 
programs

• Required achievement of measures is 
phased in over three years (Year one is 
reporting only)
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Types of ACOs

Track 1

• One-sided model with no downside risk 

• Potential savings split is 50/50 with CMS

Track 2

• Two-sided model with possibility of losses

• Potential savings split is 60/40 with CMS

Other Facts

• Both models have minimum savings that must 

be achieved before sharing

• Savings are based on the difference between 

actual and projected spending
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Advance Payment ACOs

• Shared savings programs take time and money to 

implement; advance payment helps to cover some upfront 

and on-going costs 

• Non-recourse loan available to physician-led, rural ACOs 

(loan must be repaid with savings or will be forgiven if 

there is no savings) 

• Competitive offering with application scoring is based on 

specific group criteria
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Generating Savings

• Physicians collect normal FFS 
payments

• ACO/physicians provide case 
management, patient reminders, other 
preventive measures with goal of 
reduction in total cost of care 
 Fewer hospitalizations

 Better chronic disease management

• Physician-led ACO board determines 
policies regarding standard of care 
and interventions
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Generating Savings (cont.)

Sample ACO
• Average Medicare spend per patient 

per year = $10,000

• ACO with minimum 5,000 

beneficiaries is responsible for 

$50,000,000 in total spend

• Savings @2%=$1,000,000

@5%=$2,500,000 
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ACOs in Maryland 

News: For Immediate Release 
Additional Information Contact:  

Gene M. Ransom, CEO 

Office: 410-539-0872 x 3305 

 

MEDCHI CREATES ACCOUNTABLE CARE ORGANIZATIONS TO SUPPORT 

PHYSICIANS AND THEIR PATIENTS 

 

BALTIMORE, July 9, 2012 – MedChi, The Maryland State Medical Society, announced today 

that it is participating in the Medicare Shared Savings Program to provide better care to patients 

while reducing costs.  Along with partners from Health Prime International, a health care 

management and information technology firm located in National Harbor, Maryland, MedChi is 

starting three Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs).  

 

The Affordable Care Act established ACOs to integrate care delivery across multiple health care 

providers.  The goal of this and other Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) 

initiatives is to achieve a three-part aim of better care for individuals, better health for 

populations, and lower costs.  “MedChi  is  proud  to  be  a  leader  in  the  effort  to  en h ance  care  and  

control  costs,”  sa id  Harry  Ajrawat,  MD , President of MedChi.  “Physicians throughout the state 

will  gain  freedom  to  work  di rectly  with  their  patients  to  keep  them  he a lthy.” 

 

Under this new program, groups of health care providers such as physicians, nursing homes, and 

home health agencies can work together to care for Medicare patients.  Each ACO strives to 

achieve the three part goal of CMS: better population health, better individual outcomes, and 

lower costs.  In return for the increased accountability, Medicare will share a portion of the 

savings generated with the ACO – and its participating providers.  

 

Gene Ransom, CEO of MedChi, is optimistic about this new program.  “The  final  regulations  

eliminate physician downside risk, and require ACOs to be led by the physicians within the ACO 

who  a

r

e  directly  pr oviding  ca re,” he said.  “This  is  an  essential  part  of  the  pr ogram  an d  

guarantees  that  pa tient  care  remains  pa ramount.”   

 

Over the coming weeks and months, physicians within each ACO will work together to design 

patient-centered health care programs.  From the patient perspective, there will be better 

integration of care between their primary care physician, specialists, and hospitals.  A robust 

health IT infrastructure will allow for the real-time processing of information, which will reduce 

the likelihood of unnecessary testing.  Care managers will work directly with Medicare 

beneficiaries to schedule appointment dates, manage medications, and answer health care 

questions around the clock.  

 

“Congratulations  to  Me dChi  an d  its  pa rtners  on   their  selection  as   Accountable  Care 

Organizations,”  said  L

t

.  Go vernor  Anthony  G.  Brown,  who  leads  the  O’ Malley-Brown 

Administration’s  efforts  to  implement  the  Af fordable  Care  Ac t.  “Today’s  announcement  is  

another example of how the Affordable Care Act is helping advance our efforts in Maryland to 

encourage more coordination of care among providers by offering incentives that reward healthier 

outcomes. Accountable Care Organizations, like our Patient Centered Medical Home Program, 

are a great example of the kind of innovative tools that will not only improve patient care and 

outcomes,  b

u

t  be n d  the  curve  of   rising  he a lth  ca re  costs.” 
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Maryland Currently Has 15 ACOs

July 2012

 Accountable Care 

Coalition of Maryland 

(Southern MD)

 Greater Baltimore 

Health Alliance 

Physicians (Greater 

Baltimore/Central MD)

 Maryland Accountable 

Care Organization of 

Eastern Shore, 

(Eastern Shore, 

Delaware)

 Maryland Accountable 

Care Organization of 

Western Maryland 

(Western MD)
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January, 2013
 AAMC Collaborative 

Care Network 

(Annapolis/Central MD) 

 Lower Shore ACO 

(Eastern Shore, 

Delaware)

 Maryland Collaborative 

Care

(Greater DC/Central 

MD) 

 Northern Maryland 

Collaborative Care 

(Central MD)

 Southern Maryland 

Collaborative Care 

(Greater DC/Southern 

MD)

January 2014
 Accountable Care 

Coalition of Maryland 

Primary Care

(Greater DC/MD)

 Johns Hopkins 

Medicine Alliance for 

Patients

(DC, MD)

 Mid-Atlantic Primary 

Care ACO 

(DC, MD, VA)

 Privia Quality Network 

(DC, MD, VA)

 THP-Meritus ACO 

(MD, PA, WV)

 UR Care

(DC, MD)



Map of MedChi Advanced Payment 

ACOs
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Western Maryland ACO

- July 2012 start

- 6,000 beneficiaries

- 20 providers

Lower Shore ACO

- January 2013 start

- 10,000 beneficiaries

- 35 providers

Eastern Shore 

ACO

- July 2012 start

- 6,500 

beneficiaries

- 25 providers



Maryland Implementation of Health 

System Reform
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• Second open enrollment period begins 
Nov. 9th

 Newly redesigned website will be launched

 Nov. 9th is for browsing only

 Self enrollment begins on Nov. 19th

• Carriers
 CareFirst

 Cigna

 Evergreen

 KP

 UHC

• As of Sept. 20th, 81,091 individuals have 
enrolled in qualified health plans

21

Status of the Health Insurance 

Exchange



New Risks for Physicians

• 90-Day Rule

• High Deductible 

Plans
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MD Medicaid:  Expansion and 

Physician Payment
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Health Insurance Exchange & 

Expansion

• Medicaid Expansion- U.S. citizens up to 133% 

of FPL (Maryland currently at 116%)

 2014: 84,000

 2015: 188.000

 2020 239,000 (1.5+ million Medicaid                                    

enrollees)

• Health Insurance Exchange 

 2014 180,000

 2015 365,000

 2020 385,000
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Fee Increase

• Fee increase for Medicaid 

Evaluation and 

Management codes was 

effective as of January 1, 

2013

• The 2015 Maryland State 

Budget maintains the 

Medicaid fee increase.

• MedChi worked to create a 

new IRO process in the 

Medicaid budget.
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MMIS Upgrade

• During the 2013 Session, the Department of 

Legislative Services (DLS) budget analysts 

proposed eliminating the “early takeover” of 

the newly designed MMIS system by the new 

contractor. 

• The MMIS upgrade remains on track, but has 

had troubles.
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Eligibility Requirements for 

Pregnant Women

• DHMH and MedChi also opposed the DLS 

recommendation that the eligibility 

requirements for pregnant woman be 

reduced from 250% to 185% of poverty over 

a two-year period. 

 This proposed reduction was based on the 

implementation of the ACA and presumed 

coverage of these women through the 

Exchange.  

 DHMH, with MedChi’s support, was successful 

in resisting the recommended cuts.  
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Pediatric Dental 

• Language was added to 
the 2013 budget to require 
DHMH to study 
reimbursement for 
anesthesia services under 
the Medicaid pediatric 
dental program. 

• Increase passed in 2015 
budget
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Reasons to Sustain the Medicaid 

Increase

• Medicaid patients have problems finding a physician; the increased E & M 
codes will improve networks and help access to care.

• Improving the network and increasing specialty visits should decrease use 
of emergency rooms and more costly options.

• E& M codes are services provided in office settings in most 
cases. Increasing service in offices will have the long term effect of 
reducing Medicaid expenses in the more costly hospital setting.

• Limiting the reimbursement rate increase to primary care physicians will 
seriously damage the Medicaid program at the worst possible time. 
Physician participation is becoming especially critical as federal health 
system reform is expected to dramatically change the nature of the 
Medicaid population.

• Federal matching funds are available that will multiply the effect of the State 
investment.
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Maryland Medical Home Projects
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MHCC Patient-Centered Medical 

Home Project

• The PCMH is a model of practice in 
which a team of health professionals, 
guided by a primary care provider, 
provides continuous, comprehensive, 
and coordinated care in a culturally and 
linguistically sensitive manner to 
patients throughout their lives. The 
MHCC PCMH has several hundred 
physicians in the program.

• The stated goals of the program are: 
 Evidence-based medicine 

 Expanded access and communication 

 Care coordination and integration and 

 Care quality and safety.
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Blue Cross Blue Shield 

Medical Home Projects

• Blue Cross Blue Shield Primary Care 
Medical Home Project 

• Organization: 

• Innovation Type: Medical home
supported by shared savings

• What They’re Doing: Private payer-
directed medical home project with 
multiple provider incentives (shared 
savings, enhanced provider fee rates, 
and provider fee payments for 
coordinated care) 
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http://dhmh.maryland.gov/innovations/SitePages/medicalhome.aspx
http://dhmh.maryland.gov/innovations/SitePages/shared-savings.aspx


Blue Cross Blue Shield 

Medical Home Projects

• Based on a three-year pilot program, 
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield’s 
PCMH Program supports almost 3,500 
primary care providers (physicians and 
nurse practitioners) as leaders of 
interdisciplinary teams to coordinate 
care for patients in Maryland, Northern 
Virginia and the District of Columbia. 

• It is the nation’s largest private payer-
directed medical home initiative.
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Maryland Medical Home Grants

• Maryland was recently awarded a State 
Innovation Models (SIM) grant from the 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services to 
design a new health care delivery model called 
the Community Integrated Medical Home 
(CIMH).

• Over the course of 6-months, the Department 
of Health and Mental Hygiene led a 
stakeholder engagement process to define key 
aspects of the CIMH. 

 Two stakeholder groups:  Payers and Providers and 
Local Health Improvement Coalitions

 Application submitted to CMS 
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Current Hospital Payment 

Programs and A New “Waiver”
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Medicare Waiver: Status
• Maryland is the only state with a Medicare 

Waiver. 

• CMS approved a new Maryland Medicare 
Waiver application on 1/10/2014.

 New model requires hospitals to transition from 
payment per patient admission to per capita total 
hospital growth.

 Maryland must generate $330 million in Medicare 
savings over a five-year period.

 Hospital cost growth limited to 3.58%

 If Maryland fails to meet the new model, hospitals 
will transition to the national Medicare payment 
system over two years.

• HSCRC Advisory Council made 
recommendations to the full Commission on 
11/12/2014
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Medicare Waiver: Status (continued)

• Seeking to avoid the situation which 

occurred with the Maryland Insurance 

Exchange, the General Assembly passed 

legislation (HB 198) to require regular 

status reports from the HSCRC.

• Beginning October 1, 2016, HSCRC will 

report semi annually to the General 

Assembly on the status of the state’s 

compliance with the model contact, a 

summary of workgroup recommendations, 

and actions approved by the HSCRC. 

• MedChi testified in support of the 

legislation.  
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Approved Model at a Glance

• All-Payer total hospital per capita revenue growth 

ceiling for Maryland residents tied to long term state 

economic growth (GSP) per capita

 3.58% annual growth rate for first 3 years 

• Medicare payment savings for Maryland beneficiaries 

compared to dynamic national trend.  Minimum of $330 

million in savings

• Patient and population centered-measures and targets 

to promote population health improvement

 Medicare readmission reductions to national average

 30% reduction in preventable conditions under Maryland’s Hospital 

Acquired Condition program (MHAC) over a 5 year period

 Many other quality improvement targets
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Focus Shifts from Rates to Revenues

Old Model

Volume Driven

New Model

Population and Value Driven

Revenue Base Year

Updates for Trend, 

Population, Value

Allowed 

Revenue Target Year

Known at the beginning of year.

More units does not create more 

revenue

Rate Per Unit 

or Case

Units/Cases 

Hospital Revenue

Unknown at the beginning of 

year.  More units/more 

revenue
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Timeline of All-Payer Model 

Development

Hospital global 

model

 Population-

based

 Preparation for 

Phase 2 focus 

on total costs of 

care model 

Near Term 
(2014)

Mid-Term
(2015-2017)

Long Term 
(2016-

Beyond)

Phase 1 (5 Year Model)
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• New Model represents most significant change in 

nearly 40 years

• Focus shifts to gain control of the revenue budget 

and focus on gaining the right volumes and reducing 

avoidable utilization resulting from care 

improvement

• Potential for excess capacity will demand focus on 

cost control and opportunities to optimize capacity

• Opens up new avenues for innovation

• Increased efficiency creates opportunities for 

improved care and better population health

What Does This Mean?
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Health Information Technology in 

Maryland
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Health Information Technology

43

QUESTION: What is an

electronic health 

record?

ANSWER: A 

longitudinal electronic 

record of patient health 

information, including:

• Demographics

• Progress Notes

• Problems

• Medications

• Vital Signs

• Past Medical History

• Immunizations

• Laboratory Data

• Radiology Reports



Maryland HIT Issues

•Technology is key to 

complex payment reforms. 

Maryland is building a 

technology network for 

physicians:

 Health Information 

Exchange – CRISP

• Federal incentives 

• REC program

• State-based HIT incentives
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Federal Incentives
• Two different incentive programs

Up to $44,000 of increased Medicare 

payments available 

Up to $63,750 of increased Medicaid 

payments available

• Medicare is federally run by CMS

• Medicaid is run by each state (DHMH)

Maryland Medicaid program is 

operational and has paid over 600

practitioners for adopting EHR
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Regional Extension Centers

• Funding provided by the Office of the National 

Coordinator for Health Information Technology

• CRISP awarded grant for Maryland in April, 2010

• Management Service Organizations (MSOs) are 

grant sub-recipients to provide direct assistance 

to priority primary care providers

• Direct assistance funds are distributed based on 

reaching three milestones: 

 Enrollment

 Go-Live

 Meaningful Use 46



State Incentives

• Available to primary care practices

(not individual providers)

• Maximum incentives are $15,000 per 

practice per payor
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1. Aetna

2. CareFirst BlueCross 

BlueShield

3. Cigna HealthCare Mid-

Atlantic

4. Coventry Health Care

5. Kaiser Permanente

6. United Healthcare, Mid 

Atlantic Region



State Incentives Breakdown

• Base incentives 

Up to $7,500 

Calculated at $8 per patient who is a Maryland 

resident and member of the payor

• Additional incentives 

$7,500

Adoption through an MSO, meeting quality 

program goals, or demonstrating ‘advanced 

use’
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“Take Aways”

• New models active in Maryland include 

ACOs, Medical Homes, and bundled facility 

payments thru HSCRC

• Medicaid in Maryland has increased payment 

on E&M codes for ALL physicians

• The “Waiver” update presents both a threat 

and opportunity for physicians

• HIT is key to new payment models.  Help is 

available to implement thru CRISP, MedChi, 

REC, and state and federal incentives
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Closing Comments

Follow us on Facebook or Twitter 

(@MedChiupdates or @GeneRansom)

Visit www.medchi.org

Thank you for attending!

Thanks for having MedChi present!
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